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Resumen: Traducción asistida por ordenador (CAT) es una aproximación alterna-
tiva a la traducción automática que integra el conocimiento humano en el proceso
de la traducción automática. En este marco, un traductor interactúa con un sistema
de traducción que dinámicamente ofrece una lista de traducciones que mejor com-
pletan la parte de oración ya traducida. La tecnoloǵıa de transductores estocásticos
de estados finitos se propone para dar apoyo a este sistema CAT. Este sistema fue
evaluado en dos tareas reales de diferente complejidad en varias lenguas.
Palabras clave: traducción automática, traducción asistida por ordenador, trans-
ductores estocásticos de estados finitos

Abstract: Computer-Assisted Translation (CAT) is an alternative approach to
machine translation, that integrates human expertise into the automatic translation
process. In this framework, a human translator interacts with a translation system
that dynamically offers a list of translations that best completes the part of the sen-
tence already translated. Stochastic finite-state transducer technology is proposed
to support this CAT system. The system was assessed on two real tasks of different
complexity in several languages.
Keywords: machine translation, computer-assisted translation, stochastic finite-
state transducers

1 Introduction

Our current society is characterised by the
diversity of the coexistent languages and the
necessity of the communication among its cit-
izens. This fact is reflected in a vast number
of official institutions (the EU parliament,
the Canadian Parliament, UN sessions, Cata-
lan and Basque Parliaments in Spain, etc.)
and private companies (user’s manuals, news-
papers, books, etc.).

The aim of the present work is to develop
a Computer-Assisted Translation (CAT) sys-
tem that will help to solve a very pressing
social problem: how to meet the growing de-
mand for high-quality translation. This inno-
vative system embeds a data-driven Machine
Translation (MT) engine into an interactive
translation environment. In this way, the sys-
tem combines the best of two paradigms: the
CAT paradigm, in which the human transla-
tor ensures high-quality output; and the MT

∗ This work has been supported by the the Spanish
CICYT project TIC2003-08681-C02.

paradigm, in which the machine ensures sig-
nificant productivity gains.

The scenario described in the previous
paragraph can be seen as an iterative re-
finement of the translations offered by the
translation system, that without possessing
the desired quality, help the translator to in-
crease his/her productivity. Nowadays, this
lack of translation excellence is a common
characteristic in all machine translation sys-
tems. Therefore, the human-machine syn-
ergy represented by the CAT paradigm seems
to be more promising than fully-automatic
translation in the near future.

The CAT approach has two important
aspects: the models need to provide ade-
quate completions and they have to do so
efficiently under usability constrains. To ful-
fill these two requirements, Stochastic Finite-
State Transducers (SFST) have been se-
lected since they have proved to be able to
provide adequate translations (Knight and
Al-Onaizan, 1998; Amengual et al., 2000;
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Casacuberta et al., 2001; Bangalore and Ri-
cardi, 2001). In addition, efficient parsing al-
gorithms can be easily adapted in order to
provide completions.

The rest of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. The following section introduces the
general setting for machine translation and
finite-state models. In Section 3, the search
procedure for interactive translation is ex-
plained. Experimental results are presented
in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions and
future work are exposed in Section 5.

2 Machine translation with

finite-state transducers

In a probabilistic framework, given a source
sentence s, the goal of MT is to find a target
sentence t̂ that:

t̂ = argmax
t

Pr(t | s) = argmax
t

Pr(t, s). (1)

The joint distribution Pr(t, s) can be mod-
elled by a SFST T (Picó and Casacuberta,
2001):

t̂=argmax
t

Pr(t, s) ≈ argmax
t

PrT (t, s). (2)

SFSTs have been successfully applied into
many translation tasks (Amengual et al.,
2000; Casacuberta et al., 2001). Further-
more, there exist efficient search algorithms
like Viterbi (Viterbi, 1967) for the best path.

One possible way of inferring SFSTs
is the Grammatical Inference and Align-
ments for Transducer Inference (GIATI)
technique (Casacuberta et al., 2004). Given a
finite sample of string pairs, it works in three
steps:

1. Building training strings. Each training
pair is transformed into a single string
from an extended alphabet to obtain a
new sample of strings. The “extended
alphabet” contains words or substrings
from source and target sentences coming
from training pairs.

2. Inferring a (stochastic) regular gram-
mar. Typically, smoothed n-gram is in-
ferred from the sample of strings ob-
tained in the previous step.

3. Transforming the inferred regular gram-
mar into a transducer. The symbols as-
sociated to the grammar rules are trans-
formed into source/target symbols by

applying an adequate transformation,
thereby transforming the grammar in-
ferred in the previous step into a trans-
ducer.

The transformation of a parallel corpus
into a corpus of single sentences is performed
with the help of statistical alignments: each
word is joined with its translation in the out-
put sentence, creating an “extended word”.
This joining is done taking care not to in-
vert the order of the output words. The
third step is trivial with this arrangement.
In our experiments, the alignments are ob-
tained using the GIZA++ software (Och and
Ney, 2000), which implements IBM statisti-
cal models (Brown et al., 1993).

3 Interactive search

The concept of interactive search is closely re-
lated to the CAT paradigm. This paradigm
introduces the new factor tp into the gen-
eral machine translation equation (Eq. 1). tp

represents a prefix of the target sentence ob-
tained as a result of the interaction between
the human translator and the machine trans-
lation system, and ts represents the transla-
tion offered by the system given tp

Then, given tpt̂s, the CAT cycle proceeds
by letting the user establish a new, longer
acceptable prefix. To this end, he or she has
to accept a part (a) of tpt̂s (or, more typi-

cally, just a prefix of t̂s). After this point,
the user may type some keystrokes (k) in or-
der to amend some remaining incorrect parts.
Therefore, the new prefix (typically) encom-
passes tp followed by the accepted part of the
system suggestion, a, plus the text, k, en-
tered by the user. Now this prefix, tp ak, be-
comes a new tp, thereby starting a new CAT
prediction cycle.

Ergonomics and user preferences dictate
exactly when the system can start its new
cycle, but typically, it is started after each
user-entered word or even after each new user
keystroke.

Perhaps the simplest formalization of the
process of hypothesis suggestion of a CAT
system is as follows. Given a source text s

and a user validated prefix of the target sen-
tence tp, search for a suffix of the target sen-
tence that maximises the a posteriori proba-
bility over all possible suffixes:

t̂s = argmax
ts

Pr(ts | s, tp) . (3)
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.

A

B

"the" / "la" (0.67)

C
f=0.5

"λ" / "λ" (0.33)

"λ" / "λ" (0.5)

D
f=0.5

"list" / "lista" (0.25)

E

"list" / "λ" (0.25)

"the" / "la" (0.2)

"list" / "lista" (0.1)

"list" / "λ" (0.1) F
f=0.5

"displayed" / "lista de la pantalla" (0.1)

"λ" / "λ" (0.5)

"displayed" / "lista de la pantalla" (0.5)

"λ" / "λ" (0.5)

Figure 1: A SFST inferred from a parallel corpus composed by two pairs of sentences: the list
# la lista and the displayed list # la lista de la pantalla

Taking into account that Pr(tp | s) does not
depend on ts, we can write:

t̂s = argmax
ts

Pr(tpts | s) , (4)

Eq. 4 is similar to Eq. 1, but here the max-
imisation is carried out over a set of suffixes,
rather than full sentences as in Eq. 1. This
joint distribution can be adequately modeled
by means of SFSTs (Civera et al., 2004).

The solution to this maximisation prob-
lem has been devised in two phases. The first
phase copes with the extraction of a word
graph W from a SFST T given a source sen-
tence s. In a second phase, the search of the
best translation suffix is performed over the
word graph W given a prefix tp of the target
sentence.

3.1 Word graph derivation

A word graph W is a compact representa-
tion of all the possible translations that a
SFST can produce from a given source sen-
tence s. In fact, the word graph could be seen
as a kind of weighted finite-state automaton
in which the probabilities are not normalized.

There are a couple of minor issues to
deal with in this construction. On the one
hand, the output symbol for a given tran-
sition could be an empty string (which are
represented by λ in Figures 1 and 2) or could
contain more than one word. In this latter
case, auxiliary states were created in order to
assign only one word for each transition and
simplify the posterior search procedure. On
the other hand, it is possible to have words in
the input sentence that do not belong to the
input vocabulary in the SFST. This problem
is solved with the introduction of a special
generic “unknown word” in the input vocab-
ulary of the SFST.

This process can be better understood
through a simple example. Assume that

we have to translate the sentence “the list”
using the SFST of Figure 1. The result-
ing word graph is shown in Figure 2. In-
tuitively, the word graph generated retains
those transitions in the SFST that were com-
patible with the source sentence along with
their transition probability and output sym-
bol(s). Those states that are reached at the
end of the parsing process of the source sen-
tence, over the SFST, are considered final
states (as well as those states reachable with
λ-transitions from them).

Once the word graph is constructed, it
can be used to find the best completion for
the part of the translation typed by the hu-
man translator. Note that the word graph
depends only on the input sentence, so it is
used repeatedly for finding the completions
of all the different prefixes provided by the
user.

3.2 Search of translations given a

prefix of the target sentence

Ideally, the search problem consists in find-
ing the target suffix ts that maximises the a
posteriori probability given a prefix tp of the
target sentence and the input sentence s, as
described in Eq. 4. To simplify this search,
it will be divided into two steps or phases.
The first one would deal with the parsing of
tp over the word graph W. This parsing pro-
cedure would end reaching a set of states Qp

that define paths from the initial state whose
associated translations include tp. To clar-
ify this point, it is important to note that
each state q in the word graph defines a set
of translation prefixes Pq. This set of trans-
lation prefixes is obtained from the concate-
nation of the output symbols of the different
paths that reach this state q from the initial
state. Therefore, the set Pq of each state in
Qp includes tp.
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A0 B1

"la" (0.66)

C0

"λ" (0.33) C1
"λ" (0.5)

D2
f=0.5

"lista" (0.25)

E2"λ" (0.25)

"la" (0.2)

"lista" (0.1)

"λ" (0.1)
C2

f=0.5

"λ" (0.5)

"λ" (0.5)

Figure 2: Word graph resulting from the SFST in Figure 1 given the source sentence “the list”.
States are labeled with the SFST state-id and the position of the word in the source sentence
being parsed to reach that SFST state.

In practice, it may happen that tp is not
present in the word graph W. The solution is
to use not tp but a prefix t′

p
that is the most

similar to tp in some string distance metric.
The metric that will be employed is the well-
known minimum edit distance based on three
basic edit operations: insertion, substitution
and deletion. Therefore, this phase needs to
be redefined in terms of the search of those
states in W whose set Pq contains t′

p
, that is,

the set of states Qp. It should be remarked
that t′

p
is not unique, but there exist a set of

prefixes in W whose minimum edit distance
to tp is the same and the lowest possible.

The computation of Qp, given a transla-
tion prefix tp, is efficiently carried out by
applying an adapted version of the error-
correcting algorithm for regular grammars
over the word graph W. This algorithm re-
turns the minimum edit cost c(q) with re-
spect to tp for each state q in W. To be more
precise, this minimum edit cost is the lowest
minimum edit cost between tp and the set
of prefixes Pq of each state q. Finally, Qp

is defined as those states that minimize the
minimum edition cost.

The second phase would be the search of
the most probable translation suffix from any
of the states in Qp according to the Viterbi
approach (Viterbi, 1967). Finally, the com-
plete search procedure extracts a translation
from the word graph whose prefix is tp and
its remaining suffix is the resulting transla-
tion suffix ts.

4 Experimental framework and

results

The SFST models introduced in the pre-
vious sections were assessed through some
series of experiments with two different
corpora that were acquired and prepro-
cessed in the framework of the TransType2
(TT2) project (SchlumbergerSema S.A. et

Table 1: The “XRCE” corpus English(En)
to Spanish(Sp), German(Ge) and French(Fr).
Trigrams models were used to compute the
test perplexity. (K denotes ×1.000, and M

denotes ×1.000.000).

En/Sp En/Ge En/Fr
T
ra

in Sent. pairs (K) 56 49 53
Run. words (M) 0.6/0.7 0.6/0.5 0.6/0.7
Vocabulary (K) 26/30 25/27 25/37

T
es

t Sentences (K) 1.1 1.0 1.0
Run. words (K) 8/9 9/10 11/10
Perplexity 107/60 93/169 193/135

al., 2001). In this section, these corpora, the
assessment metrics and the results are pre-
sented.

4.1 XRCE and EU corpora

Two bilingual corpora extracted from dif-
ferent semantic domains were used in the
evaluation of the CAT system described.
The language pairs involved in the assess-
ment were English-Spanish, English-French
and English-German.

The first corpus, namely XRCE corpus,
was obtained from a miscellaneous set of
printer user manuals. The main characteris-
tics of this corpus are summarised in Table 1.

It is important to remark that the En-
glish manuals are different in each pair of
languages. The size of the vocabulary in the
training set is about 25.000 words in most
of the language pairs what can be considered
to be a broad lexicon. In the test set, even
though all test sets have similar size, the per-
plexity varies abruptly over the different lan-
guage pairs.

The second dataset was compiled from the
Bulletin of the European Union, which exists
in the 11 official languages of the European
Union. This corpus is known as the EU cor-
pus. It is publicly available on the Internet.
A summary of the features of this corpus is
presented in Table 2.
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Table 2: The “EU” corpora English(En) to
Spanish(Sp), German(Ge) and French(Fr).
Trigrams models were used to compute the
test perplexity (K denotes ×1.000, and M de-
notes ×1.000.000).

En/Sp En/Ge En/Fr

T
ra

in Sent. pairs (K) 214 223 215
Run. words (M) 5.9/6.6 6.5/6.1 6.0/6.6
Vocabulary (K) 84/97 87/153 85/91

T
es

t

Sentences 800 800 800
Run. words (K) 20/23 20/19 20/23
Perplexity 96/72 95/153 97/71

The size of the vocabulary of this cor-
pus is at least three times larger than that
of the XRCE corpus. These numbers to-
gether with the amount of running words
and sentences reflect the challenging nature
of this task. However, the perplexity of
the EU test set is similar to that of the
XRCE. This phenomenon can be intuitively
explained through the more uniform gram-
matical structure of the sentences in the EU
corpus.

4.2 Translation quality evaluation

The assessment of the CAT system presented
has been carried out based on two measures:

1. Translation Word Error Rate (TWER).
It is defined as the minimum number of
word substitution, deletion and insertion
operations required to convert the tar-
get sentence provided by the translation
system into the reference translation, di-
vided by the number of words of the ref-
erence translation.

This metric is employed to evaluate the
quality of the complete translations of-
fered by the system when no prefix is
taken into consideration, that is, no in-
teraction with the user is assumed.

2. Key-Stroke Ratio (KSR). Number of in-
teractions, as the sum of mouse ac-
tions (to select a) and keystrokes (to
type k), that are necessary to achieve
the reference translation plus the fi-
nal translation-acceptance keystroke di-
vided by the number of characters of the
reference translation.

KSR reflects the ratio between the num-
ber of interactions of a fictitious user
when translating a given text using a
CAT system compared to the number of
interactions, which this user would need

Table 3: Results for the XRCE corpus based
on 3-gram language models

XRCE KSR TWER

En-Sp 24.4 30.8
En-Ge 52.1 70.7
En-Fr 48.7 63.2

Table 4: Results for the EU corpus based on
5-gram language models

EU KSR TWER

En-Sp 38.9 54.5
En-Ge 45.6 64.2
En-Fr 35.7 51.8

to translate the same text without using
a CAT system. Thus, this measure gives
a clear idea of the amount of work that
a fictitious user would be saving when
using a CAT system.

4.3 Experimental results

These experimental results were obtained
with GIATI transducers based on smooth tri-
gram language models for the XRCE corpus
(see Table 3) and smooth 5-gram language
models for the EU corpus (see Table 4).

The translation metrics presented in the
previous section were calculated on the test
set for the three pairs of languages, as it is
shown on the left-most column of Tables 3
and 4.

Analysing the results accomplished in the
XRCE corpus, it is observed that the TWER
and KSR rates for English/Spanish language
pair are substantially lower than those ob-
tained in the rest of language pairs. A possi-
ble reason behind the error rate discrepancies
between English/Spanish pair with respect
to English/German and English/French pairs
could be found in the perplexity differences
shown in Table 1. For example, the Span-
ish test perplexity is significantly lower than
that of the rest of languages and this fact
is transformed into better translation results.
Another reason for the outperforming results
of the English/Spanish pair comes from the
hand of the random partition in training and
test datasets, that could have been resulted
in a simpler test set for the English/Spanish
pair.

This rational is compatible with the re-
sults obtained for the EU corpus. In these
results, English/Spanish pair exhibit similar
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error rates to those of the English/French
pair, but significantly better than those of the
English/German pair. This same tendency
is followed by perplexity values appearing in
Table 2. As it can be observed, the German
language seems to be more complex than the
other languages and this is reflected in the
translation results.

As the reader may have noticed, TWER
results in both corpora are not sufficiently
good to support a pure machine translation
system based on SFSTs inferred by the GI-
ATI technique. However, if the system is
evaluated as a CAT system (KSR), a pro-
ductivity gain is clearly manifested. For ex-
ample in the XRCE corpus, translating from
English into Spanish, the user would only
need to perform 24.4% of the interactions
that would be required without this CAT sys-
tem. On the other hand, the KSR results
are about 50% for the English/French and
English/German pair. Even though in these
cases, the number of interactions is halved
with respect to the effort that would entail
to translate the same test set without a CAT
system.

In the EU corpus, the best KSR result
was obtained for the English/French lan-
guage pair, followed by the results in the En-
glish/Spanish language pair, and finally the
worst result was achieved in English/German
language pair. Despite the important differ-
ence in size between XRCE and EU, the re-
sults are similar and for some language pairs
even lower in the EU corpus. The perplex-
ity numbers on both corpora partially explain
these results being somewhat correlated with
the TWER and KSR results. For instance,
the English/French language pair presents
lower perplexity and better results in the EU
corpus than in the XRCE corpus.

5 Conclusions and future work

In the present work, SFSTs have been revis-
ited and applied to CAT. In this case, SFSTs
that are easily learnt from parallel corpora
were inferred by the GIATI technique, which
was briefly reviewed. Moreover, the concept
of interactive search has been introduced in
this paper along with some well-known tech-
niques, i.e. error-correcting parsing, that al-
low the calculation of the suffix translation
that better completes the prefix written by
the user. It is fundamental to remember that
usability and response-time are vital features

for CAT systems. CAT systems need to pro-
vide translation suffixes after each user inter-
action and this imposes the necessity of effi-
cient algorithms to solve the search problem.

As it was preempted in the introduction,
current machine translation systems are not
able to provide high quality translations and
SFST techniques are not an exception. Nev-
ertheless, the capability of SFSTs to suggest
translation suffixes that aid a human trans-
lator to increase his or or her productivity in
a CAT framework should not be neglected.
The results presented on two different cor-
pora seem to support the idea of the benefits
of the incorporation of machine translation
techniques into the translation process to re-
duce human translator effort without sacri-
ficing high-quality translations.

Finally, the introduction of morpho-
syntactic information, bilingual categories or
more powerful smoothing techniques on the
source and target languages, in SFSTs, are
topics still to be explored in future research.
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